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ABSTRACT 
This article is concerned with the development o f  a theory for  reasoning about 
variables that can assume multiple solutions. Yager discusses the representation o f  
three types o f  canonical statements: affirmative, disfirmative, and quantified. 
Measures o f  surety and rebuff are introduced that measure, respectively, the degree 
to which one is sure that a value occurs and the degree to which one rebuffs its 
occurrence. By restricting a variable to one solution by way o f  a uniquely 
quantifying proposition, Yager holds that it is possible to obtain the theory of  
possibility. 
KEYWORDS: approximate reasoning, mult i -solutions, inference engine, 
uncertainty, artificial intelligence 
INTRODUCTION 
The construction of knowledge-based systems requires an ability to reason 
with variables used to represent the values of relevant attributes of the system 
being modeled. Much of the literature is concerned with the representation f 
uniquely quantified variables, which are those in which the variable is allowed to 
assume only one value. The theory of probability, the Dempster-Shafer theory 
of evidence [1], and Zadeh's theory of approximate r asoning [2] are examples 
of theories that concern themselves with these types of variables. 
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In a number of recent articles [3-7] the author has begun looking at a theory 
that concerns itself with the representation f variables that can assume multiple 
solutions, called conjunctive variables. (Dubois and Prade [14, 15] have also 
looked at several of the issues raised in this article.) Although this theory can be 
seen as an extension of the theory of approximate reasoning, it can also be 
regarded as a dual of approximate r asoning (AR). In AR, lack of knowledge is 
represented by the assignment of the universe of discourse, base set X, as the 
possible values for the variable under consideration; as more information is 
obtained, the possible values for the variable are reduced until we are left with 
one value for the variable under consideration. In the theory presented here, lack 
of knowledge is represented by the assignment of the null set to the variable of 
concern; as more information is obtained, we built up the set of known solutions 
to this conjunctive variable. This type of framework has potential applications to 
the problem of alternative generation, among other areas. A central idea 
introduced here is the concept of a surety distribution, which indicates the degree 
to which we are sure that a particular value is one of the solutions to the variable. 
Three types of propositional statements are studied in this article: affirmative, 
disfirmative, and quantitative propositions. Affirmative statements are useful for 
representing situations in which we are informed that some set of values must be 
among the solutions to our variable. Disfirmative statements are used to 
represent situations in which we know that some set of values cannot be within 
the set of solutions to the variable. Quantitative propositions are useful when we 
are informed that some portion of a set of values are either among or not among 
the solutions to the variable. By introducing a uniquely quantifying proposition, 
we are able to obtain the situation in which the variable is restricted to having 
only one value, which is the framework of AR. In this special case we see that 
the propositional statements u ed in AR are essentially examples of disfirmative 
type knowledge. 
AFF IRMATIVE CONJUNCTIVE  PROPOSIT IONS 
Suppose that V is a variable that can assume values in the set X. A piece of 
data such as P~: Vis Xl and Vis x2 and Vis Xa will be represented as P: Vare 
A c, where A = {x~, x2, Xa } and the subscript C associated with A indicates that 
V is all the values in the set A. A statement such as Pj assures us that x~ is a 
value for V but tells us nothing about whether x4 is a solution to V. In order to 
convey our full knowledge about the solutions to V, we introduce an associated 
variable V*, which indicates the set of all solutions to V. Thus, the value of V* 
is some subset B of the set X, indicating all the solutions to V. B is contained in 
the power set 2 x of X. Thus, the statement 
V* is Bc 
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indicates that the set ofaU solutions to Vis B. In particular, this tells us that ifxi 
E B, then xi is a solution, as well as the fact that if x~ ~ B, then x~ is not a 
solution to V. We should note that this is different from V is Ac, in which case 
knowing xi E A tells us x~ is a solution to Vbut does not imply that for xj ~ A, 
x~ is not a solution of V. 
Because V* indicates the set of all solutions to V, there can be only one B C 
X that is the value of V*. The statement 
Vare Ac 
which can be seen as saying "some known solutions to V are A , "  does not 
usually uniquely identify the value of B. However, it does help reduce the 
possible sets in 2 x that can be the values for V*. For if we know V are Ac, then 
any subset B such that A C B has zero possibility of being the value for V*; 
whereas those subsets which contain A have not been eliminated as possible 
values for B. Formally, we can express this observation by saying that V is Ac 
induces a possibility distribution IIo, on 2 x, where the semantics of this 
possibility distribution are such that for B C X, H*(B) indicates the possibility 
that Bc is the value of V*. Thus, we see that 
I I~,(B)=0 i fA ~ B 
rI~,(B) = 1 if A c B. 
A more general way of obtaining this possibility distribution directly from A, 
one that allows for fuzziness in the set A, is via the following formula: 
r lo,(B)= Min [ (1 -A(x ) )  v B(x)] 
xEX 
where A(x) and B(x) are the membership grades o fx  in A and B. This formula 
measures the degree to which A is contained in B. We note here that if A C B, 
then whenever 1 - A(x) = O, A(x) = 1 but so must B(x); hence, rlo,(B) = 1. 
If A ( B, then there exists some x* such that A(x*) = 1 and B(x*) = 0; 
therefore, (1 - A(x*)) v B(x*) = 0, hence l-lv,(B) = 0. 
We should note that the statement 
V arecI, 
induces IIo.(B) = 1 and thus is equivalent to no knowledge. Assume that we 
have two propositions, each generating a possibility distribution with respect to 
V* over the power set of X: tin and I-I2. We see that for a set B to be a possible 
solution to V*, it must be possible in both distributions. Thus, the effect of 
satisfying both these distributions i to induce a combined istribution H such 
that for each B C X, 
r I (B)=Min [rI~(B), I'I2(B)] 
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In contrast, if the relationship between the two statements is such that either Ill 
or I-I2 holds, then we induce a H ÷ such that 
I I+(B)=Max [FII(B), I-I2(B)] 
Consider these two propositions: 
V are Ec 
V are Fc 
They induce, respectively, 
I-I~(B)= Min [ (1 -E (x ) )  V B(x)] 
xEX 
H2(B)= Min [(1 -F (x ) )  V B(x)] 
xEX 
In the situation when we have 
VareEc  and VareFc  
we then get 
H(B)=Min  [ (1-E(x) )  v B(x)] ^ Min [ (1 -F (x )  v B(x))] 
X X 
which effectively is equivalent to 
H(B)=Min  [(1 -E (x )  v B(x)) A (1 -F (x )  v B(x))] 
x 
H(B)=Min  [ ( (1-E(x))  A (1 -F (x ) ) )  v B(x)] 
x 
If we denote D(x) = E (x) v F(x), then because 
1 -D(x )  = (1 -E (x ) )  A (1 -E(x) )  
H(B)=Min [ I -D(x )  VB(x)]  
x 
Thus, we see that effectively 
is equivalent to 
VareFc  and VareEc  
V are Dc 
whereD = FU E. 
Let us now consider the knowledge 
VareFc  or VareEc  
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These statements induce Hj and I-I2, respectively, where 
II1 (B) = Min [(1 - g(x)) v B(x)] 
x 
rl2(B)=Min [ (1-F(x))  v B(x)] 
x 
Their disjunction induces H, where 
H(B)=Max [l-Ii(B), 1-I2(B)] 
I I (B )=Min  [(1 -E(x)) v (B(x)) V Min [ (1 -F (x ) )  V B(x)] 
X X 
l - l (B)=Min Min [(1 -E(xi)) v B(xi) v (1 -E(x j ) )  V B(xj)] 
i j 
[ (1 -E (xk)  V (1 -F (xk) )  A Min Min [ (1 -E (x j )  
i j~ l  
--- Min 
k 
V (1 -F(xi) V B(x]) V B(xi)] 
If we le tG = FN E, thenG-  = F -  U G-  and 
H(B)=Min  [ ( l -G(xk)  V B(xk)] A Min Min [ (1 -E (x j )  
k i j¢ i  
v (1 -F(xj)  v B(x i) v B(xj)) 
If we let l-I + indicate the possibility distribution generated by V is F Iq E, then 
H(B)=H + (B) A Min Min [ (1 -E (x j ) )  v (1 -F (x j ) )  v B(xj) v B(x;)l 
i j-~i 
Thus, 
H(B)___H + (B) 
The possibility distribution generated by the disjunction of two conjunctive 
propositions i thus less than that generated by the proposition V is F N E. 
At this point we recall the entailment principle from the theory of approximate 
reasoning (Zadeh [2]). This principle says that if a variable V* has a possibility 
distribution H~ and if I I  + is another possibility distribution such that H + > FI, 
we can infer that H ÷ is also a valid possibility distribution on V*. Thus, we can 
use H ÷ as a correct distribution on V*. We can therefore use V is G as an 
interpretation for V is F or V is E. However, when we use H + we are losing 
information. 
Although our discussion has explicitly assumed that the set A in the 
proposition Vare Ac is a crisp set, we can easily see that we can extend this to 
the case where A is a fuzzy subset of X. In this case V is A induces a possibility 
distribution on the variable V* such that 
H~,(B)= Min [ (1 -A(x ) )  v B(x)] 
xEX 
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Before proceeding, we will make some observations about he term (1 - A(x) v 
B(x)), which is used in obtaining I-I. In multivalued logics, of which the binary 
logic we have been restricted to is a special case, a term of the form (1 - a) v b 
is an example of what is called a ply operator, denoted ply (a, b). Ply operators 
provide a method of implementing the implication. A general family of ply 
operators can be seen as 
ply (a, b )= S (1 -a ,  b) 
where S is any co-t-norm (Klement [8], Schweizer and Sklar [9]). These 
operators have the property that when they operate on a's and b's that are 
restricted to 1 's and zeros, they all are given the same value. When the a's and 
b's are other than zero and 1, they may provide different values. The upshot of 
this is that a more general formulation for II would be 
YI(B) = Min [Ply (A (x), B(x))] 
X 
However, because when we are working in the binary logic they all give the 
same result, we will continue to use the special operator 1 - a v b, as it is the 
easiest to manipulate. However, when moving to the fuzzy set domain, we must 
reconsider the use of this special case. Note that another example of a ply 
operator is 
(1 ^ (1 -a+b) )  
Note further that for all a, b, 
1A(1 -a+b)>_( l -a )Vb  
Thus, (1 A (1 - a + b)) is a less restrictive definition. 
Again, consider that V is a variable that can assume values in the set X. A 
piece of data such as 
will be represented as 
Visx~ or x2 or x3 
V is Ao 
where A = {x~, x2, xs}, and the subscript D indicates the disjunction of these 
elements. 
We can represent he proposition as an "oring" of the conjunctive 
propositions consisting of the individual elements. Thus, if 
A'={x,} 
then 
V isAo~VisAc  lo r  V i sAc  2or V i sA  s 
C 
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Furthermore, each of these individual propositions induces a possibility 
distribution on 2 x with respect o V* such that 
where 
V is A/c induces Hi 
I I i(B) = Min [ (1 -A i (x ) )  v B(x)] 
xEX 
and because Ai(xi) = 1 and Ai(x) = 0 for all other x, 
I-li(B)= B(xi) 
Because V is Ao = V is A ~ or V is A 2 or V is A 3, then V is Ao induces a 
possibility distribution II on subsets of X such that 
F I (B)= Max [ I I i (B) ]= Max [B(xi)] 
i=1 ,2 ,3  i=1,2 ,3  
Thus, in the crisp case FI(B) equals 1 if either xl or x2 or x3 is an element of B; 
otherwise, it is zero. 
DISFIRMATIVE PROPOSITIONS 
Suppose that V is a variable that can assume values in the set X. A piece of 
data such as xl is not a V and x2 is not a V and x3 is not a V shall be represented 
as  
Ac are not V 
where A = {xl, x2, x3}. We note that this type of statement, which is a 
canonical disfirmative proposition, tells us that x~ is not a solution to V but tells 
us nothing about the variable x4. In particular, if V* is the variable defined on 2 x 
whose value is the set of  all solutions to V, then any B C X that has any one of 
the above elements cannot possibly be the solution set of V. 
More generally, a disfirmative proposition 
Ac are not V 
induces a possibility distribution II with respect o the variable V*, the set of all 
solutions to V, on 2 x such that for any F C X, 
I I ( F )= Min [ (1 -F (x )  v (1 -A(x ) ) ]  
x•X 
Actually, the most general form for I I (F)  is 
H(F )  = Min [(Ply (A(x) ,  (1 -F (x ) ) ]  
x 
3O 
Assume that we have two disfirmative propositions, 
Ac are not V 
Bc are not V 
each inducing an appropriate possibility distribution with respect o V*: 
H! (F )=M~n [ (1 -F (x ) )  V (1 -A(x ) ) ]  
I I2 (F )=Min  [ (1 -F (x ) )  V (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
x 
Then 
induces rI where 
A c are not V and Bc are not V 
H(F )  = Min [Hi(F) ,  H2(F)] 
Hence, 
H(F )=Min  [ (1 -F (x )  V (1 -A(x ) ) ]  A Min [ (1 -F (x )  V (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
X X 
=Min [ (1 -F (x ) )  v ( (1 -A(x )  A (1 -B(x ) ) l  
X 
If we denote 
then 
Thus, 
effectively becomes 
In contrast, 
induces 
Hence, 
E=AUB 
I I ( F )=Min  [ (1-F(x)  v (1-E(x))]  
X 
Acarenot V and Bcarenot V 
Ec are not V 
Acarenot V or Bcarenot V 
H(F )=Max [ I I l (F) ,  H2(F)] 
I I ( F )=Min  [F-(x) V A-(x)] v Min [F-(x) V B-(x)] 
X X 
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As in the case of confirmative propositions, if we let 
G=ANB 
and if Gc are not V induces 11+, then 
I-I(F) < I I+(F )  
We note that if we get mixed-type propositions 
Ac are not V 
V are Bc 
then 
and their conjunction 
induces H, where 
I I l(F)=Min (F-(x) v A-(x)] 
X 
IIz(F) =Min (F(x) V B- (x)] 
Acarenot  V and VareBc  
I I(F)=Min [F-(x) V A-(x)] A Min IF(x) V B-(x)] 
X X 
H(F)=Min [(F-(x) V A-(x))  ^  (F(x) V B-(x))] 
X 
31 
Again we should note that we can easily extend this to the situation where A is a 
fuzzy subset of X. Care should be taken to distinguish the  disfirmative 
proposition 
Ac are not V 
from an affirmative proposition involving a negation, such as 
V is (not A )c  
In this affirmative proposition we mean to say that V assumes all the values in 
the set not A. That is, V is (not A)c induces a possibility distribution 11 on V* 
such that 
H(B)  =Minx [A(x)  V B(x)l  
We can associate with both an affirmative or disfirmative proposition a degree 
of confidence, c~ E [0, 1]. In using this degree of confidence, the term 1 - 
A(x), which appears in the formulations for H(F) in both the affirmative and 
disfirmative cases, is replaced by (1 - c0 v (1 - A(x)). If  we have no 
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confidence in our data, ot = 0 and then 1 - tx = 1 and 1-I(/7) = 1 for all F. If ot 
= 1, then we reduce to the original case. (This observation was pointed out by 
U. HoMe.) In [ 10] the author has previously used such a measure of confidence. 
AN INTRODUCTION TO QUANTIF IED PROPOSITIONS 
Thus far, we have considered the representation f canonical-type statements 
of the forms 
Vare Ac 
Bc are not V 
In order to provide a representation scheme with as much power as possible, we 
would like to be able to represent the knowledge contained in more complex 
statements such as 
"three of the elements in A are V" or 
"most of the elements in A are V" or 
"about half of the elements in A are not V" 
In the foregoing statements he underlined terms are quantifiers. Let us consider 
a simple example involving a quantified proposition. 
Assume that V is a variable taking its value in the base set X = {xl, x2, x3, 
x4}. Again, let V* be the set of all solutions to V, where V* must assume avalue 
in the power set of X. We will denote the elements in the power set as 
F, = {x,}, F2= {x2}, F3 = {x3}, F4= {x4}, Fs={xl, x2}, 
F6={xl, x3}, F7={Xl, x4}, F$= {X2, X3}, F9= {x2, x4}, Flo= {X3, X4}, 
Ell-~- {Xl, X2, X3}, El2 = {Xl, X2, X4}, El3 = {Xl, X3, X4}, 
FI4= {x2, x3, x4}, F,5= {x,, x2, x3, x4}, F,6=O 
All these sets are interpreted in a conjunctive fashion. 
With no knowledge, any one of these sets is a possible solution to V*. 
Consider now that we have the knowledge that 
at least two of A c are V 
where A = {x~, x2, x3}. This piece of knowledge affects the possibility that 
some of the F{s may be the solution to V*. In particular, any F1 that does not 
contain two of the elements in A cannot be the solution to V*. Thus, this piece of 
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data induces a possibility distribution Hi with respect o solutions to V* on 2 x 
such that 
I I I ( F ; )=0 i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 16 
I I I (F ; )= 1 i=5,  6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
Although the above information reduces the possibility of some sets being the 
solution to V*, it does not tell us whether any particular x:s  are solutions or not 
solutions to V. It does not affect the surety or rebuff of any x. 
Consider the knowledge 
exactly two of A are V 
This induces a possibility distribution liE with respect o V* such that 
H2 (Fi)  = 0 
H~(Fi)  = 1 
Consider the knowledge 
where 
i=1,  2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16 
i=5,  6, 8, 12, 13, 14 
at least two of Bc are not V 
B= {x,, x,, x,} 
This affects the possibility solutions of V* by eliminating all those subsets Fi 
which contain two or more of the elements in B. In this we get 
H3(Fi) = 0 
H3(F/) = I 
We note that the statement 
i=8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16 
all A are V 
is effectively equivalent to the canonical statement 
V are Ac 
whereas 
all A are not V 
is equivalent to A are not V. 
Thus, we have seen that quantified-type knowledge produces possibility 
distributions with respect o V*. In order to provide a general framework to 
manipulate these quantified statements, we must provide more structure. 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR QUANTIFIED PROPOSITIONS 
In [11] Zadeh discusses the concept of a linguistic quantifier, which is a 
generalization of the binary quantifiers "there exists" and "for all." These 
linguistic quantifiers are exemplified by terms such as "most," "many,"  
"about 10," "some," "more than 60%," and so forth. The meaning of these 
linguistic quantifiers can be expressed in terms of a fuzzy subset. In order to 
proceed, we must distinguish between two kinds of linguistic quantifiers, 
absolute and relative. Absolute linguistic quantifiers are used to represent terms 
that indicate "how many." If "Q"  is an absolute quantifier, we can represent 
"Q"  as a fuzzy subset Q of the non-negative r als R ÷ such that for each r E 
R +, Q(r) indicates the degree to which r satisfies the meaning of the term "Q."  
Generally, Q(r) takes values in the unit interval. 
Relative linguistic quantifiers are used to represent terms that indicate "what 
portion." If "Q"  is a relative quantifier, we can represent "Q"  as a fuzzy 
subset Q of the unit interval/such that for each i E I, Q(i) indicates the degree 
to which i satisfies the concept denoted by "Q" .  Generally, Q(i) takes its values 
in the unit interval. 
A quantifier is called monotonic increasing if for rl > 1"2, Q(rl) -> Q(r2), and 
monotonic decreasing if for rl > r2, Q(rO <- Q(r2). 
A fundamental formulation involving quantified statements are statements of
the form 
Q A's areB 
in which A and B are subsets of some base set X. 
Two approaches have been suggested for evaluating the foregoing type of 
statements. One is attributable toZadeh [11] and one to the author [12]. In each 
of these approaches we must make a slight distinction between cases involving 
relative and absolute quantifiers. 
We will first consider the approach suggested by Zadeh [11], which is closely 
related to the concept of conditional probability. Zadeh's approach isbased upon 
the idea of sigma count, which is a measure of cardinality of a set. Assume that 
A is a subset of X, the sigma count of A, denoted Y~ Count (A), which is defined 
as  
Count (A) = ~ A (x;) 
i 
Assume that A and B are subsets of X, the relative sigma count, denoted 
Count (B/A), is defined by 
Count (B/A)= Y~ Count (B f"l A )/X Count (A) 
= ~ A(xi) A B(xi ) /~ A(xi) 
i i 
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Consider the proposition 
Q A's  are B's 
According to Zadeh's approach, given an A, B, and relative quantifier Q, the 
validity or truth of the above statement is Q(r), where 
r=~ Count (B /A)=~ (A(xi) ^  B(x i ) ) /~ A(xi) 
i i 
If Q is an absolute quantifier, then 
r= E Count (A N B)= ~ A (xi) A B(xi) 
i 
Consider the statement 
Q A's  are B 
where Q is a relative quantifier. This is closely related to the probability 
statement 
Prob (B/A) is Q 
Furthermore, it can easily be shown that 
P(A-  t.) B )=P(A- )+P(A)  * P(B/AO 
With this in mind, it is easy to see that the statement 
Q A's  are B's 
can be effectively transformed into 
Q* X's  are (A -  U B) 
When Q is a relative quantifier, Q* becomes the relative quantifier 
Q*= E Count (A-  /X)  + ~, Count (A/X)  * Q 
Q*=E (1 -A(x~))/nx+ ~, A-(x~)/nx * Q 
where nx is the number of elements in X. When Q is an absolute quantifier, Q* 
becomes an absolute quantifier defined by 
Q* = E Count (A - )  + Q * E Count (A)/nx 
Consider the statement 
Q*X's are (A -  U B) 
This has a truth value that can be evaluated as Q*(r), where 
.. 
r= Z A -  (Xi) v B(xi)/nx 
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when Q* is relative and 
r=~ A-(xi) v B(xi) 
when Q is absolute. 
Thus, we see that the statements Q A 's  are B and Q* X's  are A --* B are 
effectively the same statement when Q* is related to Q as described above. In 
evaluating quantified propositions, therefore, we can use either form. 
The approach suggested by Yager [ 12] is summarized as follows. Assume that 
we have a proposition 
QX's  are D 
where Q is a monotonic quantifier, X has n elements, and D is representable as a 
fuzzy subset of X. Let d~ be the ith largest membership grade in D. The degree 
of validity or truth of the above statement is
Max [Q(i/n) ^  di] 
i=1 ,  . . . .  n 
when Q is a relative quantifier and 
Max [Q(i)  ^ di] 
i=1  . . . . .  n 
where Q is an absolute quantifier. 
Given a proposition 
Q A 's  are B 
we will let C(Q, A, B) denote the compatibility of these three elements. Note' 
that this is equivalent to C(Q*, X, A - 13 B). I fA  :/: X we must first perform 
this translation to apply the method of Yager. 
POSSIBILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FROM QUANTIFIED 
STATEMENTS 
We are now in a position to address the problem in which we are interested. 
Consider a proposition of the form 
Q A 's  are V 
where V is a variable taking solutions in the base set X. In the above, A is 
considered to be a subset of X and Q is a linguistic quantifier. Let B be an 
arbitrary subset of X. The possibility that B is the solution to V* is determined 
by the degree to which B is in accordance with the above quantified proposition. 
In particular, it is determined by the statement 
Q of the elements in A are B 
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or, equivalently, 
Q A 's  are B's 
Thus, if IIo. is the possibility distribution induced by the above statement on the 
set of subsets of X, then 
IIo,(B) = C(Q,  A ,  B) 
Because we have shown 
Q A's  are B's 
is effectively Q* X's  are A -  U B, then it is also true that 
FIo,(B) = C(Q*,  X ,  A -  U B)  
The evaluation can be performed by the approach suggested either by Zadeh or 
by Yager. Let us look at this general approach with an example from the 
previous ection. 
Consider the situation where 
x= {x~, x2, x3, x,} 
and we have 
where 
For any B, 
or  
at least two A are V 
A = {x,, x2, x~} 
rIo,(B)= C(O, A, B) 
IIo,(B) = C(Q*, x ,  A- U B) 
where Q is the quantifier "at least two." We note that Q can be expressed as an 
absolute quantifier in which 
Q(r )  = 0 r = O, 1 
Q( r )= 1 r=2,  3, 4 . . . .  
Let us consider the approach suggested by Zadeh here: 
I L , (B )  = Q(r )  
where 
4 
r= ~ A (xi) ^  B(xi) 
i=1 
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Because A(x4) = 0 and A(xO = A(x2) = A(x3) = 1, 
r = ~,i B(xi)  
We can easily show that this leads to results of our previous section. Consider 
the proposition 
all A ' s  are V 
First we must realize that "a l l "  can be represented as a relative quantifier such 
that 
all (1)= 1 
all ( r )=0 0<r<l  
That is, 
"a l l "= {1/1} = 1 
Let us use the method suggested by Yager in particular: 
YI :(B) = C(Q*,  X ,  A -  U B) 
where 
Q* x count (A - ) /nx+2 Count (A ) /nx  * "a l l "  
But because "a l l "  = 1, then 
Q* = ]~ Count (A - ) /nx + ~, Count (A ) /nx  = 1 = "al l "  
Thus, 
Then 
II~.(B) = ("al l , "  X, A -  tO B) 
I I : (B )= Max [Q*( i /n)  A di] 
i 
where di is the ith largest element of the collection {A-(xj )  v B(xj)}. 
Furthermore, because our definition for "a l l "  is as above, 
r lo . (B)= Min [1 -A(X j )  v B(xj)] 
j=t , . . . ,n  
which is equivalent to 
as we would anticipate. 
Vare Ac 
In this case, when we restrict ourselves to binary we can show that Zadeh's 
approach also reduces to this original case. 
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Let us now consider the negation-type statement 
Q A 's  are not V 
For any B, this determines the possibility of B, l ' I . .(B), based upon B 's  
satisfaction of the quantified statement 
Q A 's  are not B = Q A 's  are B -  
Thus, 
I Io.(B) = c(o, A, B-) 
or  
Ho.(B)=C(Q*, X, A- U B-) 
where for a relative quantifier 
Q*=Q * E Count A/nx+Y~ Count A-/nx 
and for an absolute quantifier 
Q*= Q * z count A/nx+ Y. Count A -  
First let us consider the example used to introduce the idea of quantified 
statements. In that case, 
Consider the statement 
where A = {x2, x3, x4}. 
in this case 
Therefore~ 
x= x2, x3, x4} 
at least two A 's  are not B 
Q = at least two 
Q( r )=0 r<2 
Q( r )= 1 r_>2 
First we will use Zadeh's method. Therefore, 
H , . (B)  = C(Q, A, B-) 
where 
l-Iv,(B) = Q(r) 
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with 
n 
r = ~_, A (Xi) A B-  (xi) 
i f f i l  
Furthermore, because A(xi) = 0 
For any Fy 
Therefore, 
r= ~ B-(x~) 
i=2  
i=2 
J 
1, 16 
2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7  
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
14, 15 
J 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
which is the answer we arrived at earlier. 
If we use Yager's method 
where 
then 
r1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
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Hv,(B) = C(Q*, X, A-  U B-) 
Q*=Q • 3 /4+ 1 
Q*(r)=O r<2.5  
Q*(r )= 1 r~2.5  
In this framework 
l(x~) = A - (xl) V B-  (Xl) = 1 
I (x i )=A-(x~) V B- (x i )=B-(x i )  for i=2, 3, 4 
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Furthermore, for any F 2 
IIo,(Fj)= Max Q(r) A Dr(Fi) 
rffil, 2, 3,4 
where Dr(Fj) is the rth largest l(xi). 
Because {2(1) = Q(2) = O, 
I L , (F j )=  Max Q(r) ^  Dr(Fy) 
r= 3, 4 
Furthermore, because Q(3) = Q(4) = 1, then 
Ho,(Fj) = D(F j )  
where D(F/) = D3(F/), so that D(F)  is the third largest Ff(xi) v A-(xi):  
j D(F j )  = N~.(Fj) 
l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16 1 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 0 
which corresponds to the correct answer. 
In this case where we have all A 's  are not V, 
N~,(B)=C(Q*, X, A-  U B-) 
where Q = "al l" :  
In this case 
which is equivalent to 
Q(1)= 1 r 
Q( r )=0 0_<r<l  
I L , (B )=Min  (A-(x) V B-(x)) 
x 
A is not V 
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LOCALLY UNCERTAIN  VALUES 
In this section we use a quantified type canonical statement to represent 
knowledge of the kind we will call a locally uncertain value. Assume that V isa  
variable that can take values in the set X. By the knowledge of locally uncertain 
values for X, we mean to indicate that we have knowledge that there exists at 
least one solution to Vthat is a member of some subset of X. As an example, let 
V stand for the variable "friends of John," which is obviously a conjunctive 
variable for "John may have many friends." The knowledge that John has a 
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friend who lives in New York would constitute a locally uncertain value. For if 
A is the subset of X 's  that live in New York, then there exists at least one 
member of A that is a solution to V. 
We can formally represent information about a locally uncertain value for a 
variable V by the statement 
at least one A are V 
In the above statement, A is called the focus of the local uncertainty, We further 
note that "at least one" A are V is semantically equivalent to 
not "al l"  A are not V 
We will find this second form more convenient to work with. 
For any B E 2 x, the compatibility or possibility of "all A are not B"  is 
Therefore, 
H ' (B)=C(a l l ,  A, B - )=C(a l l ,  X, A -  U B - )  
H ' (B)= Max [all (i/n) AIi] 
i= l  . . . . .  n 
where I~ is the ith largest element in A -  O B- .  However, because 
a l l ( i )= l  for i=n and a l l ( i )=0 for i~:n 
then 
II'(B)=Minx [A - (x )  U B-(x)]  
Therefore, the proposition "not all A are not B"  has the possibility 
I I (B)  = l - H ' (B )  
Thus, 
Because BE  2 x, 
H(B) = Max A (x) A B(x) 
x 
H(B) = Max A (x) 
xEB 
I f  the A is itself binary, then this simply generates a possibility distribution 
that is one for any set B that contains an element from A. If  A t and A2 are two 
subsets of X, each of which is a focus of a locally uncertain value, then 
Q A l are V~I'Ij 
Q A2 are V-*I-[ 2 
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The conjunction of these two pieces of data is H, where 
1-I(B)=Min [ I I I (B),  FI2(B)] 
An interesting problem arises if we mean also to indicate that each of the two 
propositions implies a different or distinct value for V. I fA l  N A2 = ~b, then H 
as calculated above will force us to find two different solutions; however, if A 
6"1 A2 :~ ~b, then the resulting 11 does not reflect the fact that we must have at 
least two solutions. In order to reflect this fact, we must provide some additional 
information. 
Assume 
QiAi are V 
is a collection of n quantified propositions, not necessarily locally uncertain 
values, such that each one is indicating a distinct collection of solutions. The 
overall possibility distribution FI on B generated by these is 
I - I (B )=F I I (B )  A I-I2(B ) A . . . A I-In(B) A l - ln+t(B) 
where 
IIi for i= 1 . . . . .  n 
is generated by 
and FIn+l is generated by 
where 
QiAi are V 
Qn + I X are v 
Qn+l=~ Oi 
i-I 
MEASURING OF  REBUFF  AND ASSURETY 
Assume that we have some possibility distribution 1"Io,, where I-lo,(B) 
indicates the possibility that Bc is the solution to V*. Can we use this 
information to say anything about he occurrence of a particular x as a solution to 
V? 
We can make two observations in the binary case in this regard. 
1. If x is a member of all the sets B that have the possibility 1 of being the 
solution to V*, then we can be sure that x is a solution to V. 
2. If x is not a member of any of the sets B that have the possibility of being 
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the solution to V*, then we have completely rebuffed x as a possible value 
to V. 
We can formalize these observations by introducing two measures associated 
with the elements of X. The first is the measure of assurety S, in which for each 
x E X,  S(x) indicates the degree to which we are assured that x is a solution to 
V. We will call S a surety or assurety distribution on X. The second measure, 
called the measure of rebuff R, is such that for each x E X,  R(x) indicates the 
degree to which we have rebuffed x as a possible solution to V, We will call R 
the rebuff distribution. 
In the light of  the two observations just made, we can provide a formal 
definition for these two distributions in terms of Ho.: 
S(x)= Min [ (1 -Ho. (B) )  v B(x)] 
BCX 
and 
R(x )= Min [ (1 -Ho. (B) )  v (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
BCX 
Note that in the case of S, for a given x, if for all B for which H(B) = 1, B(x) 
= 1, then S(x) = 1. In contrast, if for some B, H(B) = 1 and B(x) = O, then 
S(x) = O. In the case of the rebuff distribution, R(x) = 1 when (1 = H(B)) V 
(1 - B(x)) = 1 for all B. Because when H(B) = 0, (1 - H(B))V (1 - B(x)) = 
1, we need concern ourselves only with the situation in which H(B) = 1. In this 
case we must have (1 - B(x)) = 1; thus, we must have B(x) = O. Hence, if 
B(x) = 0 for all II(B) = 1, then R(x) = 1. 
More generally, we can define 
S(x)= Min [Ply (H(B),  B(x))] 
BCX 
and 
R(x)= Min [Ply (H(B) ,  B - (x ) ) ]  
BCX 
As we noted earlier in the binary environment, any ~ (ply operator) gives the 
same values. 
In considering a value x, we are in many cases concerned with the truth of the 
assertion that x is a solution to V. In the face of  no information we can easily 
see that the truth of the statement "x  is a solution to V," denoted "truth (x)," 
can be anywhere in the interval [0, 1]. As we gain information, we effectively 
reduce this interval so that our lower and upper bounds become a and b, that is, 
truth (x) E [a, b]. These bounds are manifested in terms of the surety and rebuff 
of x. In particular, 
truth (x) E [S(x),  l -R (x ) ]  
The appearance of the term 1 - R(x) provides motivation for giving this a 
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special name. We define the possibility of x, Poss(x), as 
Poss(x) = 1 - R(x) 
We note that our information can be considered inconsistent or conflicting if 
S (x )> 1 - R(x). 
We will now show that there exists a close relation between the membership 
grades in our canonical statements and the measures of rebuff and surety. 
THEOREM The piece of data 
V are Ac 
implies 
Proof In this case 
(a) 
where 
Thus, 
S(x)=A(x) 
R (x)  = 0 
rI(B)= Min [ (1 -A(x ) )  V B(x)] 
xE X 
R(x)=Min  [ (1 - I I (B ) )  v (1 -B(x ) ) l  
1 -H(B)=Max [A(y)  A (1 -B(y ) ) ]  
Y 
R(x)=Min  [( Max (A(y) A ( l -B (y ) ) )  v (1 -B(x) ) ]  
B yEX 
Consider B = X; in this case, B(x) = 1 and B(y) = 1 for all y. Thus, 1 - 
B(x) = 0 and 1 - B(y) = 0; hence, in this case 
Thus, because 
Max (A(y) A 0) V 0=0 
Y 
R (x) = Min 
B 
then R(x) = O. 
(b) 
S(x)=Min [Max (A(y) A (1 -B(y ) )  V B(x)]  
B y 
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Y 
=(A(x)  A 1) V Max A(y)  A 0 
y~x 
=A(x)  V 0=A(x)  
Hence, S(x) = A(X). 
THZOREM The piece of  data 
implies 
A are not V 
Proof 
(a) 
y~x 
s(x~=o 
R(x)=A(x) 
I i(B)=Min [ ( l -A (x ) )v  1-B(x)] 
x 
S(x)=Min [(1-H(B) VB(x)] 
B 
=Min [Max (A (y )  A B(y))  v B(x)] 
B y 
Hence, S(x) = O. 
(b) 
Consider the null set B = q~; here 
Max [A(y )  A B(y)  V B(x ) ]=0 
Y 
R(x)=Min  [(1 - I I (B) V (1-B(x))] 
B 
R(x)=Min  [Max (A (y )  A B(y))  V (1-B(x))] 
B y 
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Let us denote 
D(B)=Max [ (A(y)  ^  (1 -B (y ) ) )  V B(x)] 
Y 
1. I fB i ssuchthatB(x )  = 1, D(B) = I. 
2. If B is such that B(x) = 0, then 
D(B)=Max [A(y )  A (1 -B(y ) ) ]  
Y 
The term D(B) is smaller, the bigger B(y). Thus, the smallest D(B), with B(x) 
= 0, occt~rs when B(y) = 1 for y ~ x. In this~ 
D(B)=Max [A(y )  A (1 -B(y ) ]=A(x) /x  1 V Max A(y)  A 0 
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Again, let 
D(B)=Max [ (A(y )  A B(y)) v (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
Y 
1. For any set for which B(x) = 0 
D(B) = 1 
2. For a set B for which B(x) = 1, 
D(B)=Max [A(y )  A B(y ) ]  
Y 
The smallest of these occurs with B(y) = 0 for y #: x - - in  this case, D(B) = 
A(x). 
On the one hand, if we have a quantified statement that does not involve an 
extreme quantifier such as all or none (those quantified statements involving 
these extreme quantifiers are effectively disfirmative or affirmative statements), 
we do not effect the rebuff or assurety of an individual variable--that is, R(x) = 
0 and surety S(x) = 0. On the other hand, if we have more than one quantified 
statement, hey interact in a complex way and affect these distributions. For 
example, if X is our base set and we have 
P l :  three of {a, b, c, d} are solutions to V 
P2: four of the x 's  are solutions 
-'03: two of { a, f ,  g } are solutions 
then we are sure a is a solution: S(a) = 1. 
ASSURETY AND REBUFF UNDER VARIOUS OPERATIONS 
In this section we look at surety and rebuff distribution under the performance 
of various operations. We concentrate mainly on the situation in which our 
knowledge comes from affirmative or disfirmative propositions. 
THaOR~M Assume we have two canonical propositions of the form 
Ec are V 
Fc are V 
The rebuff and assurety of the conjunction of these propositions are 
S(x) = Max (E(x), F(x)) 
R(x)=0 
Proof We have shown that 
Ec are V and Fc are V 
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effectively becomes 
Gc are V 
where G = E O F. Because for G are V, R(x) = 0 and S(x) = G(x), 
G(x)=F(x)  V E(x) • 
THEOREM Assume that we have two canonical propositions of  the form 
Ec are not V 
Fc are not V 
Our resulting rebuff and assurety are 
S(x)  = 0 
R(x) = Max (E(x), F(x)) 
Proof This proof is similar to that just shown. • 
Because we have shown that Ac are Vhas R(x) = 0 and S(x) = A(x), and for 
A are not V, R(x) = B(x) and S(x) = 0, the next theorem follows. 
THEOREM If Pl and P2 are two propositions of the same type, both either 
affirmative or disfirmative, the surety and rebuff distributions of  this 
conjunction are 
S(x)=Si (x)  V S2(x) R(x)=RI (x )  V R2(X) 
Also, because Poss(x) = 1 - R(x), 
Poss(x) = POSSI(X) A POSS2(X) 
If we have two different ypes of canonical propositions 
Pl: E are V 
P2: F are not V 
the surety and rebuff distributions resulting from their conjunction become a bit 
more complex. Before we calculate these distributions, we must realize that Pi 
and P2 are working in opposite directions. Pl is saying that some of the x's, 
those in E, must be solutions to V, whereas P2 is saying the opposite: some of 
the x's, those in F, cannot be solutions to V. In this type of situation, there exist 
possibilities for conflict between these two statements. We will define a measure 
of conflict as 
Conflict (F, E )= Max [E(x)  ^  F(x)] 
xCX 
This essentially measures the possibility that there are elements in both sets. 
From our previous ections, PI induces a possibility distribution Hi on V* such 
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that 
I I~(B)=Min [E - (x )  V B(x)] 
x 
and P2 induces the possibility distribution H2: 
H2(B)=Min [F - (x )  v B-(x)]  
x 
The conjunction of these two propositions P, and P2 induces the possibility 
distribution H, where 
H(B) = Ill (B) ,^ I-I2(B) 
=Min [E - (x )  v B(x)] ^ Min [F - (x )  v B-(x)]  
x x 
rI(B)=Min [(E-(x) v B(x)) A (F-(x) v B-(x))] 
x 
From this new combined possibility distribution II we can obtain the surety 
distribution S such that for each x E X, 
S(x)=MiBn [ (1 - [ I (B ) )  v B(x)] 
Because for any B in which B(x) = 1 we have (1 - H(B)) v B(x) = 1, to 
calculate S(x) we can simply be concerned with those B's for which B(x) = O. 
Therefore, 
S(x)= Min [1 - II(B)] 
B, B(x)=O 
S(x)= Min [Max [ (E(y)  V B-(y)) A (F(y) V B(y))]]  
B, B(x)=0 y 
For a particular B we will denote 
D(B)=Max [ (E(y)  v B-(y))  v (F(y)  A B(y))] = 1 -H(B)  
Y 
Therefore, 
S (x )= Min [D(B)] 
B, B(x )=0 
For any B, with B(x) = O, 
D(B)=E(x)  v Max [ (E(y)  ^  B-(y))  v (F(y)  ^  B(y))] 
y, y ~x  
Our objective is to find a B that gives us the smallest D(B). On the one hand, we 
note that for a given B, if B(y) = l, then (E(y) A B-(y)) v (F(y) A B(y)) = 
F(y). On the other hand, if B(y) = 0, then this term equals E(y). Therefore, 
the B that gives the minimum D(B) is the one such that its pattern of zeros and 
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l 's  are such that at each y, y ~ x. It always selects F(y) ^  E(y) ;  hence, 
S (x )=Min  [D(B)]=E(x) V Max [F (y )  A E(y)]  
B y, y ~:x 
Furthermore, because E(x) ^  F(x) < E(x), 
S(x)=E(x) v Max (F(y) A E(y)) 
yff_X 
and therefore, 
S(x)=E(x) v Conflict (F, E) 
In addition, because for P~, SI(X ) = E(x) and for P2, Sl(x) = 0, then 
S(x)=SI(x) V S2(x) v Conflict (F, E) 
The rebuff in this situation is defined by 
R(x )=Min  [ (1 -H(B) )  V (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
B 
In this case we must simply consider those sets B for which B(x) = 1; hence, 
R (x )= Min 
B, B(x)= 1 
= Min 
B, B(x)= I 
We can easily see that 
[1 - I I  (B ) ]  
[Max [ (E(y)  A B-(y)) v F(y) ^ B(y))] 
y 
R(x)=F(x) V Conflict (F, E) 
In addition it follows that as Rl(x) = 0 and R2(x) = F(x), 
R(x)=RI(x) V R2(x) V Conflict (F, E) 
We should note that as 
Poss(x) = 1 - R (x) = R-  (x) 
Poss(x) =R i- (x) A R2(x) A Conflict (F, E) 
Poss(x) = Possl(x) A Poss2(x) ^  (1 -Confl ict (F, E)) 
We note that if there is a high conflict, it becomes more likely that Poss(x) < 
Surety (x). 
In situations where we are disjuncting propositions, we get a highly unifying 
result. I t  is shown in the theorem that follows. 
THEOREM Assume P1 and P2 are any two propositions with R~(x), R2(X), 
S1(x), and S2(x), their respective distributions. The surety and rebuff 
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distribution of  their disjunction is 
S(x)=Min  (Sl(x), S2(x)) 
R(x)  = Min (Rl(x), R2(x)) 
Proof 
S (x )=Min  [FI-(B) V B(x) ]=Min  [(Fly-(B) A FIE(B)) v B(x)] 
B B 
=Min [(Fly-(B) v B(x)) A (H2(B)  V B(x))] 
B 
=Min [II~-(B) V B(x)) A Min rI2-(B) v B(x) 
B B 
= S~ (x) ^ S2(x) 
The proof for R(x) is the same with B(x) replaced by B-(x). 
We also note that because Poss(x) = 1 - R(x), 
Poss(x) = Max (Possl(x), Poss2(x)) 
Using this result we see that 
Eare  V or Fare  V 
induces 
Furthermore, 
induces 
Finally, 
induces 
Because FI(B) = FI~(B) v rI2(B), then II-(B) = fir(B) A rI2(B). 
R(x)=0 
S(x) = E(x)  A F(x)  
Earenot  V or Farenot  V 
R(x)=E(x)  A F(x) 
S(x)=0 
Eare  V and Fare  V 
FI ' (B) = 1 - H(B) = H- (B)  
R (x) = S(x) = 0 
Let us now consider the negation of a proposition. Assume P is a proposition 
that has possibility distribution H, surety S, and rebuff R. For the proposition 
not (P) we have that its possibility distribution I I '  is such that 
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Therefore, 
S'(x)=Min (I I '-(B) V B(x)) 
B 
=Min [II(B) v B(x)] 
B 
For an affirmative proposition A are V, 
Thus, 
l-l(B)=Min [A-(x) v B(x)] 
x 
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S ' (x )=Min  [(Min (A - (y )  v B(y)) v B(x)] 
B y 
This is smallest if B ~: ~b, whence 
S'(x)=Min A - (y )  
Y 
If A is normal, the S(x) = 0 for all x. For the rebuff in this affirmative case, 
R'(x)= MinB [I-I(B) V B-(x)] 
R'(x)=Min [(Min (A - (y )  V B(y)] V B-(x)] 
B y 
To get R'(x) we must consider sets in which B(x) = 1. Hence, 
R'(x)= Min [Min [A-(y)  v B(y)] 
B,B(x)  = 1 
This becomes mallest when B(y) = 0 for all y ~ x: 
R'(x)=Min A - (y )= l -Max  A(y )  
y#=x y~x 
Again, if A is normal, that is, A(x*) = 1, then 
R'(x)=O x~x*  
R'(x*)= 1-  Max A(y)  
y¢x*  
We should note the following: 
1. If there exist two elements in A such that A(x) = O, then R(x) = 0 for all 
X.  
2. I fA  is such that A(x*) = 1 and A(y) = 0 for all other x's, then R(x*) = 
1. 
Let us now consider disfirmative propositions. In this case, 
I I (B)=Min (A - (x )  V B-(x)] 
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And in this case, 
R'(x)=Iv~n [M~n [A - (y )  v B - (y ) ]  v B-(x)]  
This is smallest when B = 0, whence 
R ' (x )=Min  A - (y )= 1 -Max  A(y) 
Y Y 
Thus, if A is normal, R(x) = 0 for all x. For surety in the disfirmative case, 
S ' (x )=Min  [Min (A-(y) v B- (y ) ]  V B(x)) 
Y 
This is smallest when B(x) = 0 and B(y) = 1 for all other y: 
S ' (x )=Min  A - (y )= l -  Max A(y) 
y~x y,y-~X 
QUERIES ON CONJUNCTIVE VARIABLES 
In introducing the measures of rebuff and assurety, we are essentially 
considering the question 
is x a solution to V? 
which we can formally write as 
?Vare {x} 
This observation leads us to a more general question. Given a possibility 
distribution rio. and some subset D of the base set X, we may ask 
are all the elements in D solutions to V? 
or, more formally, 
? V are Dc 
In the crisp environment we observe that we are sure that Dc is a solution to V 
if every subset B that has a possibility of being a solution to V* contains the 
subset D. A formal representation f this observation that can be of use in the 
more general fuzzy environment is 
S(Dc)=Min [ r I - (B)  v [Min (D-(x) v B(x)]] 
B x 
Note that if D = {x}, then 
S(Dc)=Min [ r i - (B)  v B(x)] =S(x)  
B 
In contrast, we can observe in the crisp environment that Dc is completely 
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rebuffed as a solution to V if none of the subsets B that are possible solutions to 
V* contains the subset D. A general formal representation f this observation is 
based upon the fact that " i f  B is a possible solution, then not all the elements in 
D are in B";  thus, 
R(Dc)=Min [ I I - (B)  V Max (D(x) ^  B-(x))] 
B x 
We again note that if D = {x}, then 
R(Dc)=MiBn [ I I - (B)  v B-(x)]  =R(x)  
It appears natural to ask whether we can obtain these two measures simply in 
terms of the surety and rebuff of the individual elements. First we look at S(Dc), 
which is defined as 
S(Dc)=Min [ I I - (B)  v Min (D-(x) V B(x))] 
B x 
Denoting D-(x) v B(x) as U(x), we get 
Since 
we get 
S(Dc) = Min 
B 
= Min 
B 
S(Dc) = Min 
i 
In - (B)  v (U(x~)  ^  U(x2)  ^ U(x3)  . . . U(x.))] 
[ (n-(B) v U(x , ) )  ^ (n - (B)  v U(x2))  ^ . . .  
[ Min ( I I - (B)  v U(xi))] 
B 
Min (H(B) v U(xi))=Min [U-(B)  v D-(xi) v B(xi)] 
B B 
=Min [I I-(B) v B(xi)] v D-(xi)] 
B 
= S(xi) V D-(xi) 
S(Dc) = Min [D-  (xi) v S(x;)] 
xi 
which indeed indicates that we can represent this value simply in terms of the 
surety of the individual elements. 
We note in the special case when D is crisp, 
S(Dc) = Min S(x~) 
x iED 
For the rebuff the situation becomes more complex, and the best we can do is to 
show that 
R(Dc)>-Max [R(xi)] A D(xi)] 
x i 
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However, the situation is not that bad, for we recall 
truth (Dc) E [a, b] 
where a = S(Dc) and b = 1 - R(Dc). I f  we denote b' = 1 - Max [R(xi ^  
D(xi)], then b '  >_ b. Thus, we can provide this weaker bound that truth (Dc) E 
[a, b ' ] ,  which is still true. 
We can ask a second question: 
are there any solutions in D to V? 
which we can formally write as 
? V are Do 
We see that we can be sure that some element in D is always a solution if for 
every set B that is a possible solution to V*, there exists some element in D; 
thus, we are sure of the answer if for all B that are solutions to V*, there exists 
some x E B. Hence, 
S(Dn)=Min [ I I - (B )  v Max (D(x) A B(x))]  
B x 
We can rebuff this conjecture if there exists some solution to B that does not 
contain an element from D: 
R(Dn)=Minn [U - (B)  V Minx (D-(x) v B- (x ) ) ]  
We further note that if we denote L(x) = D- (x) V B- (x), then 
R(Dn)=Misn [ I I - (B )  v Minx L (x) ]  
Furthermore, 
In the crisp case, 
R(Do)=Min Min [ I I - (B )  v L (x) ]  
B x 
=Min  Min [ I I (B)  v L (x ) l  
x B 
R (DD) = Min [R (xi) v D-  (xi)] 
x 
R(Do)= Min R(xi) 
x~D 
Thus, we see that in the case of Do we can obtain R(Dn) directly in terms of the 
rebuff of elements. 
Parenthetically, we note that because the possibility of Do is the negation of  
the rebuff, 
Poss(Do) = Max [Poss(x) A D(x) ]  
x 
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In the case of the surety of DD, the best we can do is to show that 
S(Do)>- Max [S(x) A D(x)] 
x 
Again, because 
where a = S(Do) and b = 
because a '  < a, then 
truth (SD) E [a, b] 
1 - R(DD), if we use a '  = Maxx [S(x) ^  D(x)], 
truth (DD) E [a ' ,  b] 
We can consider an even more general type of query than these two extreme 
cases. Assume that we have a distribution H(B) on V*, let D be a fuzzy subset of 
X, and let Q be a linguistic quantifier of the type we discussed in the previous 
part. We can ask 
are Q elements of D solutions to V? 
or, formally, 
? Q D are V 
I f  we denote for any subset B that C(Q, D, B) is the degree to which Q 
elements that are in D are also in B, then 
S(Q, D)=Min  [H- (B)  v C(Q, D, B)] 
is the degree we are sure Q elements in D are solutions. As we noted earlier, the 
value of C(Q, D, B) can be obtained by either of two methods: 
C(Q, D, B)=Q(r) 
where r = Y'x (B(x) A D(x))/~x D(x), or 
C(Q, D, B)= Max [Q*( J )  A Uj(x)] 
j=  I . . . . .  n 
where Uj(x)= is the jth biggest element is n, it is 
{D-(Xl) V B(X), D-(x2) V B(X2) .... } 
and Q* = Q * Y,x D(x)/Y,x X(x) + Y,x D-(x). 
The degree to which we can rebuff this statement is 
R(Q, D)=Min  [II-(B) v C(Q, D, B-)] 
We can easily show that when Q equals "all," this reduces to the first situation, 
and where Q equals "there exists," we get the second case. 
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ON THE CONSTRUCTIVE NATURE OF THE SOLUTION SPACE 
In the preceding development of our theory, we implicitly assumed that we 
had a knowledge of X, the set of all possible solutions to the variable V. In this 
section we highlight he constructive nature of this theory by showing that it is 
not necessary to know X, the set of all solutions; all that is necessary is to know 
the elements in some subset Y that corresponds tothe union of elements that are 
members of the focuses of our propositions. Furthermore, we show that this Y 
can be constructed as we go along by adding elements to it as we obtain 
propositions bearing on the value of V. This situation greatly reduces the 
computational complexity of the problem. 
DEFINITION. Assume Y and X are two crisp sets such that Y C X. I f  B is a 
fuzzy subset of X, its restriction to Y is the fuzzy subset B" of Y such that 
B ' (x )=B(x)  fo rx  E Y. 
DEFINITION. If A is a fuzzy subset of X, the support of  A, denoted Sup 
(A), is the crisp subset Z of  X such that 
z = { x /A  (x) > 0} 
We will define the support of a proposition P, denoted Sup (P), as the support of 
the set that is the focus of the proposition. 
THEOREM For the canonical statement 
A are V 
the following hold: 
1. I I (B )= Min [1 -A(x )  v B(x)] 
x~ Sup (A) 
2. I f  B is a fuzzy subset defined over some arbitrary space X that 
contains the support of A, then 
H(B)=H(B') 
where B' is the restriction of B to Sup (A) 
Proof 
1. Let X be the set of all possible solutions to V. Let B be any subset of X. 
Then 
FI(B)= Min ( l -A (x )  v B(x)) 
xEX 
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BecauseA(x) = 0and 1 - A(x) = 1 fo rx  E X -  Sup (A ), then 
H(B)= Min (1 -A(x )  v B(x)) 
xESup (A) 
2. This is similar to the proof of the first part. • 
The implication of this theorem is that in constructing YI(B) we need only 
consider Sup (A); in particular, we need not know the set Xo f  possible solutions 
to V. 
THEOREM For the canonical statement 
A are not V 
the following hold: 
L H(B)= Min [1 -A(x )  v (1 -B(x ) ]  
xE Sup (A) 
2. I f  B is a fuzzy subset defined over some arbitrary space X that 
contains the support of A, then FI(B) = FI(B'), where B' is the 
restriction of B to Sup (A). 
The proof is similar to the proof of the first part. 
THEOREM For the canonical statement 
QA are V 
the following hold: 
1. I I (B ) for  any set simply depends upon the elements in Sup (A). 
2. I f  B is a fuzzy subset defined over some arbitrary space X that 
contains the support of A, then H(B) = I I(B'),  where B' is the 
restriction orB to Sup (A). 
Proof We will use Zadeh's approach. For any B, 
H(B) = Q(r) 
where r = Zx (A(x) ^  B(x))/Y,x A(x), because A(x) A B(x) = 0 for A(x) = O. 
Hence, 
A(x)  ^  B(x) A ' (x)  ^  Btx) 
r ~ xEX _ xE Sup(A) • 
A(x) A(x) 
x XE Sup( A ) 
Thus, we see that if P is any canonical proposition, II(B) can be obtained 
simply with knowledge of Sup (P) and requires no knowledge of X. 
Furthermore, if we calculate I I (B')  for all B'C Sup (P), we can extend this 
function to any space X that contains Sup (P) simply by defining H(B) for B C 
X as II(B) = H(B') ,  where B '  is the restriction of B to Sup (P). 
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Let P~, Pz . . . . .  Pn be a collection of propositions, each with support Sup 
(Pi). Assume that 
Y=0 Sup (Pi) 
i= l  
which is the overall possibility distribution function generated by the combina- 
tion of these propositions, can be completely defined simply with knowledge of 
Y. In particular, for each Pi we define Hi over Sup (Pi), then extend each Hi to 
Y, and then combine the possibility distribution to get the overall function 11. 
Consider next the determination of the surety distribution 
S(x)= Min [(1 -F I (B))  V B(x)] 
Box 
which appears to require that we need the set X of all possible solutions to V. 
However, as we will show, this is not the case. Let Y be the support of 11. 
Consider any set B that is not restricted to the support set Y. There then exists a 
set B '  in the support set Y such that I I(B') = II(B). With x E Y, assume that 
Min [ (1 - I I (B) )  V B(x)] 
BCX 
occurs at some B not restricted to Y. Then there exists a B '  restricted to Y such 
that II(B) = I'I(B') and B(x) = B'(x). Thus, the minimum will occur also for 
B ' ;  hence, i fx  E Y, 
S(x) = Min [1 -  FI(B) v B(x)] 
8cv 
Similarly, we can show that if x E Y, 
g (x )= Min [ (1 - I I (B ) )  V B-(x)]  
nov 
Thus, the calculation of rebuff and surety for elements in the support set requires 
knowledge of the support set rather than the entire space X. 
Consider next with x ~ Y the calculation of 
S(x)= Min [(1 -F I (B))  V B(x)] 
ncx 
If the Min occurs for a B'  in the support set Y, then B'(x) = 0, and 
S(x)= Min (1 -F I (B ' ) )  
B'CY  
Consider the sets not restricted to Y. In these sets either B(x) = 0 or B(x) = 
1. However, for B(x) = 1, (1 - H(B) V B(x)) = 1, and this cannot be the 
minimum. For B(x) = 0, this has a restricted set with the same value. Thus, 
S(x)= Min [1 -n (B) ]  
BCY 
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Similarly, we can show that for x ~ Y, 
R (x )= Min [1 - I I (B ) ]  
BEY 
If our knowledge has no conflicts, there exists a B E Y such that II(B) = 1; 
hence, 
S(x)=R(x)=O fo ry  (E Y 
We can summarize these results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM I f  IIv. is constructed f rom Pl, • • • , P~, where 
Y=O Sup (Pi) 
i=l 
Then for  x E Y, 
S(x)  = Min 
BCY 
R (x) = Min 
BcY  
and for  x ~ Y, 
[(1- FI(B)) v B(x)] 
[ (1 - I I (B ) )  V (1 -B(x ) ) ]  
R(x)=S(x)=O 
We thus see that we can calculate the surety and rebuff of any element simply 
with knowledge of the support set of the propositions Y, without knowledge of 
the complete space of possible solutions to V. 
Furthermore, we have shown in the preceding section that ifA is any subset of 
X, the surety and rebuff of an answer lying in A can be calculated in terms of the 
surety and rebuff of the individual elements. Hence, any reasonable question can 
be answered simply with knowledge of the support set Y. With the results 
obtained in this section, we can see the constructive nature of our approach. 
Assume V is the variable of concern and Y is the support set for this variable. 
We initially assume Y = 13. If we get information about V in the form of 
proposition PI, with support Sup (P0, we then extend our support set to Y = 
Sup Pl. If we get an additional piece of information P2 with support Sup (P2) we 
then extend our support set to Y = Sup (P0 13 Sup (P2). We can recursively 
define the support set Y as follows. If  we have n propositions bearing on the 
variable V, then Y = Yn, where 
Yo=~ 
Yn = Yn-1 13 Sup (Prt) 
where P is Sup p~ is the support of the nth proposition. 
This section has shown that we can effectively use Y as the value of X, the 
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universe of discourse. One further observation we can make is that if a 
proposition is of the affirmative or disfirmative type, then if we miss an element 
in the support of the proposition, the surety and rebuff of the other elements are 
not affected. However, if we miss an element in the support of a quantified 
statement, we may indeed affect our knowledge about all the elements. 
UNIQUELY QUANTIF IED VARIABLES 
A particularly interesting class of variables is what we will call uniquely 
quantified variables. Uniquely quantified variables correspond to variables that 
are known to have exactly one solution in the solution set X. As we will see, 
these variables correspond to the types of variables tudied in Zadeh's theory of 
approximate reasoning [2]. The author has previously called these disjunctive 
variables [5-7]. In essence, the situation here reduces to Zadeh's theory of 
possibility [13]. 
Assume V is a variable that can take its values in the set X. Then V will be 
called a uniquely quantified variable if one of the propositions determining the 
solutions to V is 
Q X are V 
where Q is the quantifier "exactly one." We will call such a proposition a
uniquely quantifying proposition. 
In the case of a uniquely quantified variable, the possibility distribution IIo. 
associated with the variable V* has some interesting properties. We will see that 
the surety and rebuff distribution here becomes closely related to the certainty 
and possibility distributions in the theory of approximate r asoning. 
As in the case of any quantifying proposition, Q X are v induces a possibility 
distribution I I . ,  on 2 x such that 
nv . (B)= C(Q, x, B) 
where 
and 
C(Q, x, B)= Q(r) 
r= ~ X(x) A B(x)= ~ B(x) 
X X 
However, for a uniquely quantifying proposition, Q has the value "exactly 
one"; thus, 
Q(1) = 1 r= 1 
Q( r )=0 r :#l  
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In the following we will use Ei to indicate the set consisting of the singleton xi, Ei 
= {xi}. We see that a uniquely quantifying proposition implies that the sets that 
have nonzero possibility distribution are only the Ei's. Thus, for a uniquely 
quantified variable, the uniquely quantifying proposition 
such that 
"exactly one" X are V~I I ,  on V* 
H~ (Ei)= 1 i= 1, 2 . . . .  
l-Ii (B) = 0 for all other B's 
In the case of a uniquely quantified variable, therefore, we have greatly 
reduced the number of possible solutions to V*. More specifically, for this type 
of variable we have reduced our consideration for solutions to V* from the 
power set of X to simply the set X itself. 
Assume that V is a uniquely quantified variable and P2 is any other 
proposition, complex or simple, relating to the value of V that induces the 
possibility distribution 112 on 2 x with respect o V*. The conjunction of P2 with 
our uniquely quantifying proposition induces the effective possibility distribu- 
tion H, where 
H(B)=I I t (B)  A 112(B) 
However, because FIt(B) is nonzero, equal to 1 only for the sets E~, then H 
effectively becomes 
H(ED = H2(E~) i= 1 . . . . .  n 
I-I(B) = 0 for B~E~ 
Thus, in analyzing the effect of further information on uniquely quantified 
variables, we need only consider the values of I112 at the Ei's. If V is a uniquely 
quantified variable, regardless of what additional information we have, the 
rebuff and surety distributions take some special forms. As a matter of fact, we 
will see that this special case reduces to Zadeh's theory of approximate 
reasoning. 
THEOREM 
(a) 
I f  V is a uniquely quantified variable, then 
S(xi)=Min [1 - I I (E j ) ]  = 1 -Max  I I (Ej)  
J J 
j~:i j~ i  
(0) 
R(xi) = 1 - 11(Ei) 
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Proof 
(a) 
S(x)  = Min [(1 - H(B)  V B(x)].  
B 
However, because H(B) = 0 for B :~ Ej, then 
S(x )=Min  [(1-1- I(Ej)  v Ej(x)] 
J 
Furthermore, because 
Ej(x i )= 1 i= j  
Ej(xi) = 0 i:~j 
(b) 
then 
S(xi)=Min [1-rI(E D] 
J 
j~i 
R(x)=Min  [ (1 - I I (B ) )  v B (x ) ]=Min  [1 -F I (E j )  V B(x)] 
B j 
Again, because Ej(xi) = 1 if i = j and 0 if i :~ i, 
R(xi)= 1-n(E  i) 
Furthermore, we recall that 
Poss[xi] = 1 - R (xi) 
Therefore, Poss[xi] = H(Ei). We can denote H(Ei) = II(xi). • 
We should note that if we exclude some element from X, it can adversely 
affect the surety of the other elements. In particular, it may increase the surety of 
the remaining elements. Furthermore, in this case the surety is directly related to 
the possibility 1 - rebuff, as 
S(xi )= 1 - Max [1 -Poss(x j ) ]  
j,j~i 
In the situation in which no further information is supplied in regard to a 
variable other than the fact that it is uniquely quantified, then H(Ei) = 1 for all i; 
hence, we have 
S(x i )=O 
R(x,) =0 
POSS(Xi) = 1 
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We have already noted that the measures of surety and rebuff are special cases 
of more general questions associated with finding solutions to V in sets. Let us 
look at these more general questions in the framework of uniquely quantified 
variables. 
Assume II is a possibility distribution associated with a uniquely quantified 
variable. Let F be any subset of X. Consider the question 
are there any solutions to V in F? 
As we have indicated, we can answer this question by calculating S(Fo) and 
R(FD), which measure, respectively, the extent o which we are sure there is a 
solution to V in F and the degree to which we can rebuff this statement: 
S(FD)=Min [ I I - (B )  V Max (F(x) A B(x))] 
B x 
Because H(B) = 0, for B ~ Ei, 
S(FD)=Min [ I I - (E i )  v Max (F(x) ^  Ei(x))] 
i x 
Because Ei(xi) = 1, otherwise it is zero: 
S(Fo)=Mini [H-(Ei)  v F(xi)] 
With I I - (Ei)  denoted I I-(xi),  we finally get 
S(FD)=Min [ I / - (x i)  v F(x/)] 
i 
R(Fo)=Min  [H- (B)  V Min (F(x) V B-(x)]  
B x 
R(FD)=Min  [ I I - (E i )  v Min [F(x)  V Ef (x) 
i x 
R(FD) = Min [ I I - (x i)  v g-(xi)]  
i 
We note that 
Poss(Fn) = 1 -R(FD)=Max [II(xi) A F(xi)] 
i 
We note that S(Fn) is exactly what Zadeh [13] calls Cert [F/H] and Poss(Fn) = 
Poss[F/II]. 
If we ask the question 
are all elements in F solutions to V? 
we get 
R(Fc)=Min [U- (B)  v Max (F(x) A B-(x))]  
B x 
Because of the unique qualification, I I - (B)  = 1 if B ~: El; thus, 
R(Fc)=Min [FI-(Ei) V Max (F(x) A E 7 (x)] 
i x 
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Because Ei(xi) = 1 and Ei(xj) = 0 for j ~ i, 
R(Fc)=Min [FI-(Ei) v Max (F(x/))] 
i j :# l  
If F has at least two elements with membership grade 1, then 
Ma x (F(xj))= 1 
J ¢ t  
Hence, R(Fc) = 1. 
If F has only one element with membership grade 1, x*, then 
R(Fc)=l-l-(x*) v Max F(x*) 
x 
x~x*  
If we ask the question 
we get 
are all elements in F solution to V?. 
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S(Fc)=Min [H - (B)  V (Min (F-(x) V B(x))] 
B x 
which becomes, because of the unique quantification, 
S(Fc)=Min [H-(E i )  v (Min (F-(x) v Ei(x)] 
i x 
S(Fc)=Min [FI-(Ei) v Min F-(x j ) ]  
i j~ l  
We note that if Fc has at least two elements with membership grade 1, then 
S(Fc)=Min H-(Ei) 
i 
If only one element, x*, has membership grade 1, then 
S(Fc)= Min [(U-(x)]  A (U-(x*) V Min F-(x*)) 
x=x*  x=x*  
As we have previously indicated, when V is a uniquely quantified variable, if 
we have any further information, the result of conjuncting this information with 
our uniquely quantifying proposition is a possibility distribution whose value is 
the same as the value of the possibility distribution of the additional information 
on the E~'s and zero for all other subsets of X. Furthermore, the resulting 
possibility distribution can be seen to be essentially a distribution on the set X 
rather than 2 x. 
Let us look at how some of the canonical-type statements reflect into the 
possibility distribution in this uniquely quantified setting. In the following, 
unless otherwise indicated V is assumed to be uniquely quantified, and the 
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proposition studied is some additional information. These conditions imply that 
we need study only H on the E /s .  
THEOREM Assume we have 
Then 
P: A c are V 
H(E i )=Min  [1 -A (x j ) ]  = 1 -Max  [A(xj)] 
J J 
j:#l j:#l 
Proof H(Ei) = Minx [(1 - A(x)) V El(X)] 
Because Ei(xi) = 1 and Ei(xj) = 0 for j #: i, then 
H(Ei )  = Min [1 -A  (xj)] 
i 
j:#i 
COROLLARY 1. I f  A(xi) = 1, then I I(Ej) = O for  i :/: j. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  there exists at least two x's such that A(x) = l, then FI 
(El) = 0 for  all i. 
This is to be expected, as in this case the proposition P when two A(x) = 1 flatly 
contradicts the concept of a uniquely quantified proposition. Let us look at the 
rebuff and surety in this setting. 
THEOREM I f  
then 
and 
Proof 
P: Ac  are V 
R(xi) = Max Aj  
J 
j:#l 
S(xi) = Min [Max A (XK)] 
y k 
j~:l k~:j 
R(xi)= I -H(E1)= 1 - (1 -  Max A(xj))= Max Aj 
J J 
j-~i j-~i 
S(x~)= Min [1 -H(E j ) ]= 1 
Y 
j~i 
= Min [Max  (Ak)] 
.] 
j¢~i k~:j 
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THEOREM Assume that we have 
P: Ac are not V 
Then 
H(E i )  = 1 -A(x~) 
Proof H(Ei) = Min [(1 - A(x)) V (1 - Ei(x)] 
Because Ei(xl) = 1 and Ei(xi ) = 0 for j q: i, 
YI(Eg) = 1 -A(x~) 
COROLLARY Under Ac are not V, 
R(xi)=A(x~) 
Poss(xi) = 1 - A (xi) 
S (x i )= Min [A(x2) ]= Min 
J J 
j:t:i j~ i  
THEOREM Assume we have the proposition 
P:  not (A¢ are not V) 
Then 
Proof 
are not V. 
Under the hypothesis of the above theorem, we get 
R (x~) = 1 - A (x~) 
POSS(Xi) = A (xi) 
S(x~) = Min (A (xi)) 
J 
j~:l 
I f  we denote 
r l  (Ei)  = A (xi) 
In this case FI(Et) = 1 - FI+(Ei), where I I+(Ei)  is induced from Ac 
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[R(xj)] 
P~ : Ac are not V 
P2: Bc are not V 
P3: not (Ec  are not V) 
P4: not (Fc are not V) 
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then we can easily show the following: 
1. P~ and P2 -" II(Ei) = Min [1 - A(xi), 1 - B(xi)] 
2. PI or P2 ~ II(Ei) = Max [1 - A(xi), 1 - B(x~)] 
3. P3 and P4 '- '  II(E~) = Min [E(x), F(x)] 
4. P3 or P4 ~ rI(Ei) = Max [E(x), F(x)] 
5. PI and P3 --* rI(E;) = Min [1 - A(x), E(x)] 
6. Pl or P3 ---' H(Ei) = Max [1 - A(x), E(x)] 
We recall that in Zadeh's theory of approximate reasoning [2], a canonical 
statement is of the form 
Vis A 
and it induces a possibility distribution on X such that 
Furthermore, the statement 
induces 
We thus see that in 
canonical statement 
II(x)=A(x) 
V is not A 
H (x) = 1 - A (x) 
the framework of these multi-solution variables, the 
not (Ac are not V) 
along with the uniquely quantifying proposition 
exactly one X is V 
is equivalent to the statement V is A. In contrast, the statement 
Ac are not V 
along with the uniquely quantifying proposition is equivalent to V is not A. 
An alternative correspondence b tween the possibilistic-type statements of the 
theory of  approximate reasoning and conjunctive-type statements can be found 
when we add to our uniquely quantifying proposition a proposition specifying 
at least one A are V 
We note that this is semantically equivalent to 
not (all A are not V) 
However, we note that 
all A are not V 
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is equivalent to our canonical disfirmative statement 
A are not V 
Hence, 
We also note that 
at least one A are V~* not (A are not V) 
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at least one not A are V 
along with the uniquely quantifying proposition implies A are not V. 
We notice that "at least one A are V"  represents what we have previously 
called locally uncertain values. We denote such a proposition with a special 
name, disjunctive statements, and so denote them 
Aoare  V 
Thus, Ao are V in our formulation is equivalent o V is A in the theory of 
possibility. 
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